
  SCHEDULE - II  

FUNCTIONS TO BE PERFORMED BY PHP. 

(i) Carry out proactive watch and ward duties on the Highways to control crime, 

especially dacoits, robberies, holdups and other crimes on the Highways. Co-

ordinate with concerned police station(s) and take immediate action for arrest 

of the culprits on receipt of information of any commission of crime. 

(ii) Handing over the accused arrested in cognizable offences or proclaimed 

offenders/court absconders to the concerned local Police without un-

necessary delay. 

(iii) Maintain close coordination with the District Police. Maintain complete records 

of crime/criminals operating in the area. 

(iv) Monitor the area for encroachments on the Highways and assist the 

concerned authorities in their removal. 

(v) Enforcement of traffic discipline on the prescribed roads and to ensure 

smooth flow of traffic.  

(vi) Keep a watch on the road conditions and report to the relevant authority for 

immediate action in respect of road engineering and other infrastructural 

improvements. 

(vii) To educate the public and transporters through lectures in educational 

institutions and all electronic media on road safety & traffic rules.  

(viii) Take immediate action as a rapid assistance force in case of accident as first 

responders, take over control of the scene of crime, arrange first aid, co-

ordinate with all relevant supporting agencies for rescue, evacuation of injured 

and any other action which the situation demands. Act as a help center for all 

commuters/road users. 

(ix) The Government may change the charter of duty of the PHP through a 

notification from time to time as and when required.    

 

 

 

 



SCHEDULE-III 

(1-28 Page) 

FUNCTIONS OF ADDL: INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE PUJAB HIGHWAY 

PATROL 

1. To ensure implementations of all orders by Inspector General of Police and 
Government on matters relating to Punjab Highway Patrol. 

2. To extend general assistance to the Inspector General of Police on the 
matters relating to Punjab Highway Patrol. 

3. To act as overall in-charge and head of Punjab Highway Patrol for its 
supervision, monitoring and inspection. 

4. To prepare proposals on policy matters for smooth functioning of Punjab 
Highway Patrol. 

5. To interact with other units/agencies of Punjab Police/CPO/Punjab 
Government in the matters pertaining or ancillary to Punjab Highway Patrol. 

6. To monitor and ensure the implementations of circular orders and standing 
instructions of Inspector General of Police and Government from time to time. 

7. To exercise financial powers as admissible to the Addl: IG of Police under the 
rules. 

8. To monitor appropriate utilization of funds. 

9. To review against the decisions of DIG/PHP. 

10. To act as countersigning officer in cases of PERs of Police and Ministerial 
Cadre. 

11. To accord permission for arrival/departure of incoming and outgoing PHP and 
ministerial officials on transfer. 

12. To allow operationalization of new Highway Patrol Posts. 

13. To order inter Regional Transfer/Postings of DSsP Punjab Highway Patrol. 

14. Any other duties assigned by the Inspector General of Police. 

FUNCTIONS OF DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE PUNJAB 

HIGHWAY PATROL 

1. To extend general assistance to the Addl: IGP on the matters relating to 
Punjab Highway Patrol. 

2. To supervise, inspect and monitor the working of Punjab Highway Patrol. 

3. To evaluate and monitor all matters pertaining to performance, welfare, 
training, logistics, buildings, discipline and management of Punjab Highway 
Patrol. 

4. To order inter-regional posting/transfer for junior ranks and Ministerial Cadre. 

5. To supervise/administer the recruitment of Constables and Driver for Punjab 
Highway Patrol. 



6. To monitor and ensure the implementations of circular orders and standing 
instructions of Addl. IGP/PHP relating to the management of Punjab Highway 
Patrol. 

7. To act as appellate authority in disciplinary matters against the decisions of 
the Regional SSsP/SsP. 

8. To ensure follow up on the observations of Project Management Unit (M&I), 
Punjab Highway Patrol, Home Department. 

9. To act as reporting/countersigning officer in cases of PERs of SSsP/SsP, 
ASsp/DSsP, Junior ranks ad Ministerial Cadre. 

10. To allow station/Casual leave to SSsp/SsP under the Rules. 

11. To send fortnightly DO to Addl. IG/PHP about the working, performance and 
problems relating to PHP in Punjab. 

12. To issue Standing Operating Procedures. 

13. To Supervise all operational matters of PHP. 

14. To hold darbars and initiate image building measures of PHP. 

15. Any other duties and functions assigned by the Addl: IGP, Punjab Highway 
Patrol. 

FUNCTIONSS OF SUPRINTENDENT OF POLICE PUNJAB HIGHWAY PATROL, 

HEADQUARTEROS  

1. To report to Addl: Inspector General of Police, Punjab Highway Patrol in all 
official matters by extending help in field and staff duty. 

2. To undertake surprise/formal inspectors of Punjab Highway Patrol. 

3. To conduct inquires of officials of PHP. 

4. To 1oversee/ensure timely submission of all important references to CPO, 
Govt. and other Important quarters. 

5. To evaluate performance and output of Punjab High Way Patrol. 

6. To monitor and ensure the implementations of standing instructions and 
circular orders of the IGP issued from time to time pertaining to the Punjab 
Highway Patrol. 

7. To inspect/evaluate/monitor all the matters pertaining to Performance, 
Welfare, Training, Logistics, Buildings, discipline and management.  

8. To ensure timely submission of all reports to this headquarters from junior 
2officers. 

9. To undertake tour of the Regions and Highway Patrolling Posts to oversee 
proper utilization of funds. 

10. To supervise office and administration of PHP Headquarters. 

11. To act as Chief Sport Officer of PHP. 
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12. To act as focal person for construction of Highway Patrolling Posts. 

13. Any other duties and functions assigned by the Addl. IGP, Punjab Highway 
Patrol. 

FUNCTIONS OF ADIG/PUNJAB HIGHWAY PATROL 

1. To work as staff officer to DIG/PHP. 

2. To deal with writ petitions/litigations concerning with PHP officers/officials. 

3. To arrange meetings at PHP HQ. 

4. To supervise Class-IV employees. 

5. To assist DIG/PHP in all matters pertaining to Logistics, Arms & Ammunitions, 
furniture, equipments, uniform articles and stores. 

6. To correspond with concerned authorities for demand/provisions of store 
items. 

7. To issue all stores items. 

8. To ensure proper maintenance of stock registers. 

9. To supervise Motor Transport Section. 

10. To supervise work of OSI branch. 

11. Any other duties and functions assigned by the Senior Officers. 

FUNCTIONS OF DSP/OPERATIONS PUNJAB HIGHWAY PATROL 

1. Receipt of all crime data & diaries from the field units for submission to DIG 
after necessary vetting and ensure subsequent follow up. 

2. To keep the DIG posted of all important information relating to Crime and 
Public Order. 

3. To obtain detailed facts on major, sensational and special report cases from 
the field units. 

4. To disseminate the operational orders of the DIG to concerned Regional SsP, 
District DSsP etc. and obtain progress and follow up action. 

5. To deal with deficiencies and observations pointed out by the Director 
General (M&I) Project Management Unit-Punjab Highway Patrol. 

6. To deal with correspondence regarding security, law and order and crime 
between PHP and Hqr and PPO and other Government Departments and 
other Government Agencies. 

7. To put up to DIG press clippings received from DPR/PRO/Units along with 
relevant facts from the concerned quarters, for his orders. 

8. Issuance of instructions on special occasions like Muharram, Elections and 
other National Functions for arrangements and security of the same. 

9. To put up Formal/Informal Inspection Reports conducted by 
SsP/DSsP/Regional Officers. 

10. To prepare fortnightly DOs. 



11. To study and prepare analysis of Crime, Security and Public Order. 

12. To supervise the work of Reader and other staff of the branch. 

13. Any other duties and functions assigned by the Senior Officers. 

FUNCTIONS OF DSP/TRAINING HIGHWAY PATROL 

1. To get approval from Addl: IGP/PHP for sending Upper/Lower Subordinates & 
Drivers on Training. 

2. To assist DIG/PHP in all matters pertaining to training of Upper/Lower 
Subordinates & Drivers. 

3. To chalk out training Syllabus and long/short term refresher courses. 

4. To select Upper/Lower Subordinates for computer training by Police Bureau & 
PITB. 

5. To correspond with Police Training Institutions for matters relating to 
Upper/Lower Subordinates & Drivers. 

6. To prepare briefings of PHP. 

7. To prepare minutes of the meetings held in PHP HQ. 

8. To supervise examination for promotion list of A&B-I. 

9. Recruitment. 

10. To maintain the record & circulations of SOPs. 

11. Any other duties and functions assigned by the Senior Officers. 

FUNCTIONS OF DSP/INSPECTIONS PUNJAB HIGHWAY PATROL 

1. To assist SP/HQ for rectification of buildings defects at PHP posts pointed out 
by the inspecting officers. 

2. To carry out vigilance and surprise inspections of PHP Posts. 

3. Any other duties and functions assigned by the Senior Officers. 

4. To work as PSO to Addl: IG/PHP. 

FUNCTIONS OF DSP/COMPLAINTS PUNJAB HIGHWAY PATROL 

1. To deal with public complaints against Upper/Lower subordinates and Drivers 
received at PHP/HQ; and in P.O Box for orders. 

2. To deal with inquires against Upper/Lower Subordinates entrusted to him. 

3. To assist SP/HQ; in sports matters. 

4. Any other duties and functions assigned by the Senior Officers. 

5. To carry out vigilance/surprise checks. 

FUNCTIONS OF PRO PUNJAB HIGHWAY PATROL 

1. To maintain close liaisons with media. 

2. To arrange media coverage for PHP. 



3. To take measures for image building of PHP. 

4. To keep record of press cuttings. 

5. To make arrangements for the publication of PHP Newsletter. 

6. To arrange seminars, workshops and ceremonies.  

7. To arrange press briefings and pores conferences. 

8. To prepare videos and stills of functions/working of PHP and keep their 
record. 

FUNCTIONS OF REGIONAL SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE  PUNAJB 

HIGHWAY PATROL 

1. To Act/work as the overall in-charge of Punjab Highway Patrol in the Region. 

2. To command, control and monitor the working /performance of Punjab 
Highway Patrol in the Region. 

3. To coordinate at the Regional/District level with District Police for smooth 
functioning of Highway Patrol Post for crime control and other related matters. 

4. To ensure proper utilization of funds/resources placed at the disposal of 
Punjab Highway Patrol at Regional level. 

5. To monitor and ensure the implementations of standing instructions and 
circular orders issued form time to time pertaining to the Punjab Highway 
Patrol particularly and management of force generally at the Regional level. 

6. To inspect/evaluate/monitor all the matters pertaining to Performance, 
Welfare, Training, Logistics, Buildings, discipline and management of Punjab 
Highway Patrol at Regional level. 

7. To exercise 3financial powers as admissible to the Superintendent of Police 
(DPO) of the District under the rules. 

8. To post/transfer in-charge Patrol Post, ASI, HSs; Constables and other staff 
within the Districts and amongst the Districts of the Region. 

9. To deal with disciplinary cases according to rules/regulations. 

10. To act as reporting/countersigning officer of PERs/ACRs of ASsP/DSsP, 
junior ranks and Ministerial Cadre. 

11. To send fortnightly DO to DIG/PHP and copy to Addl: IGP/PHP about the 
working, performance and problems relating to Punjab Highway Patrol in their 
jurisdictions.  

12. Any other duties and functions assigned by the Add; IGP, Punjab Highway 
Patrol. 

FUNCTIONS OF THE DSP/HQ (Region) 

1. To look after the work of following branches of Regional office. 

 Store. 
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 Transfers. 

 Training. 

 Welfare. 

 Sports. 

 Lines establishments. 

2. To act as Regional vigilance officer and carry out surprise checks and 
vigilance. 

3. To look after the office administration. 

4. To work as Regional Sports Officer. 

5. To ensure timely submission of replies to official correspondence/all periodical 
returns/diaries/reports. 

FUNCTIONS OF DISTRICT DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE PUNJAB 

HIGHWAY PATROL 

1. To act/work as the overall in-charge of Punjab Highway Patrol in the District. 

2. To command, control and monitor the working/performance of Punjab 
Highway Patrol in the District. 

3. To coordinate at the District level with District Police for smooth functioning of 
Highway Patrol Post for crime control and other related matters. 

4. To monitor and ensure the implementations of standing instructions and 
circular orders issued from time to time pertaining to the Punjab Highway 
Patrol particularly and management of force generally at the District level. 

5. To inspect/evaluate/monitor all the matters pertaining to Performance, 
Welfare, Training, Logistics, Buildings, discipline and management of Punjab 
Highway Patrol at District level.  

6. To hold inquires and recommend departmental action against delinquent 
officials. 

7. To act as initiating officer of ACRs of subordinates. 

8. To act as District Sports Officer. 

9. Any other duties and functions assigned by the Senior Officers. 

FUNCTIONS OF READER BRANCH 

1. Performance. 

2. Monitoring/Coordination implementation.  

3. Press clipping. 

4. Tours. 

5. Personal Staff Officer (PSO). 

6. Encroachments. 

7. Periodical returns/reports/diaries. 



 

FUNCTIONS OF PA BRANCH  

1. Disciplinary issues. 

2. Inspectors (formal/informal/surprise checking). 

3. ACRs. 

FUNCTIONS OF HEAD CLERK BRANCH 

1. To act as overall Incharge of the English Office. 

2. To ensure attendance of staff posted under his supervision. 

3. To mark fresh dak amongst the Branches. 

4. To ensure proper disposal of official correspondence. 

5. Any other task/job assigned by Regional SP/PHP. 

FUNCTIONS OF S.R.C 

1. To maintain service record of Ministerial Cadre/Executive Staff of PHP. 

2. To process earned/long leave from the rank of Constables to Sub-Inspector 
and Ministerial Staff PHP. 

3. To deal with pension cases from the rank of Constable to Superintendent of 
Police posted in PHP. 

4. To forward countersign ACRs of PHP staff from the rank of ASI to SP to 
quarter concerned and maintain their record. 

5. To forward recommendations for promotion list ‘E’ & ‘F’ to the quarter 
concerned. 

FUNCTIONS OF BUILDINGS COORDINATOR 

1. To deal with the cases regarding establishment of new PHP. 

2. To correspond with concerned DPOs and Regional SsP for 
comments/feasibility of proposed PHP Posts by DIG/PHP. 

3. To deal with NOCs from other departments for transfer of land in the name of 
Police Department for construction of PHP Posts by Addl: IGP/PHP. 

4. To deal with purchase of land from private owners by concerned EDO 
Revenue for construction of PHP Posts through DIG/PHP. 

5. To get prepare PC-I & Rough Cost Estimates for construction of new PHP 
Posts from District Police Officers by DIG/PHP. 

6. To correspond with CPO for Administration Approval for construction of new 
PHP Posts by Addl: IGP/PHP. 

7. To deal all matters pertaining to selection of land, boundary walls, provision of 
drinking water, telephone, erection of Wireless Towers. 

8. To deal with additional work already constructed and under construction PHP 
Posts. 



FUNCTIONS OF STATIONARY CLERK 

1. To maintain stock registrar of stationary items. 

2. To put up demand for stationary as per requirements and stock position. 

3. To process/purchase of stationary articles after observing all legal formalities. 

4. To prepare/complete bills of purchased stationary and sent to Accountant for 
payment etc. 

5. To ensure proper safe custody of stock and stock register. 

6. To issue stationary articles under the orders of competent authority. 

FUNCTIONS OF DIARY & DISPATCH CLERK 

1. To receive fresh Dak. 

2. To diarize the fresh incoming Dak and hand over to competent officer for 
further action. 

3. After marking on the Dak by Sr. Officer, properly delivery to concerned 
officers/ officials under proper receipt. 

4. To maintain year-wise record of Diary Register. 

5. To produce and point out and about the marking and receipt of old dak as and 
when required by concerned officer/official. 

6. To inscribe dispatch number on the issuing letters. 

7. To ensure dispatch of letters to the addressee/quarter concerned on the date 
they are signed and numbered. 

8. To maintain record/registers of Dispatch Branch and produce and put up as 
and when required by seniors. 

FUNCTIONS OF RECORD KEEPER 

1. To maintain record according to prescribed rules/procedure. 

2. To produce & put up old record as and when required by concerned office 
hands. 

3. To ensure safe custody of record/files. 

4. To maintain & custody of policy files/standing orders received from seniors. 

5. To maintain record register. 

FUNCTIONS OF TRAINING COORDINATOR 

1. Basic Training Course. 

2. Refresher Courses. 

3. Examinations. 

4. Competitions. 

FUNCTIONS OF ORDER BOOK CLERK 



1. To maintain order book register. 

2. To make entry in the register of each order passed the authority regarding 
punishments, transfer/ posting, reward, decrease/increase of salary/ 
emoluments/leave etc. 

3. To ensure proper distribution of copies of entries made in O.B Register on 
same date under proper receipt to all concerned 4Incharge Branches of the 
office for information and necessary action. 

4. To maintain & custody of year-wise record of Order Book Registers. 

5. To produces figures/statistics relating to the entries made in O.B. Register as 
and when required by senior officers. 

FUNCTIONS OF TRANSPORT BRANCH 

1. Transport distribution. 

2. Repair. 

3. Log Books. 

4. Fuel Bills. 

5. Vehicle Record. 

FUNCTIONS OF LINE ESTABLISHMENT BRANCH 

1. Roznamcha. 

2. Official work. 

3. Discipline and presence of force posted in Lines. 

4. Arrangement of meetings. 

5. Stores. 

FUNCTIONS OF STORES BRANCH 

1. Maintenance of following Stores:- 

i. Clothing Store. 

ii. Miscellaneous Store. 

iii. Kot. 

iv. Stationery. 

FUNCTIONS OF COMMUNICATION BRANCH 

1. Wireless communication. 

2. Fax Operator. 

3. Help Line Operator. 

FUNCTIONS OF DISTRICT MTO PUNJAB HIGHWAY PATROL 
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1. To maintain record of all vehicles allotted to the district. 

2. To prepare the default report of vehicle. 

3. To prepare estimates of repair and comparative statement. 

4. To get the vehicle repaired as and when required. 

5. To deposit the replaced parts in store. 

6. To ensure maintenance of log books, history sheets, fuel reports and other 
record. 

7. To ensure proper maintenance and cleanliness of vehicles. 

8. To keep the reserve vehicle in safe custody. 

FUNCTIONS OF INSPECTOR, PUNJAB HIGHWAY PATROL 

1. Incharge of operations, administration discipline of all the PHP posts under his 
command. 

2. Shall be reporting to the District DSP PHP for, discipline, training, inspections 
and other Misc. tasks as delegated by the District DSP/PHP. 

3. To carry out surprise and informal inspections of the PHP posts. 

4. To work as Incharge of the District during his absence. 

FUNCTIONS OF POST INCHARGE PUNJAB HIGHWAY PATROL 

1. To manage and administer the staff and personal of patrolling post. 

2. Responsible for: 

i. Discipline and good conduct of the staff. 

ii. Preparation of Duty Roaster. 

iii. Ensuring change of shift at the night time, with proper briefing. 

iv. Briefing and education campaigns for public. 

v. Supervision of record maintenance. 

vi. Maintenance of vehicles. 

vii. Public dealing. 

viii. Monitoring of Help Line. 

3. Incharge of one of the three shifts of patrolling. 

4. To check the road condition of the Beat area with a view to note 
encroachments on the same and assist the concerned department for 
removal of encroachments. 

5. To keep proper liaison with Local Police. 

6. To take and attend Daily roll call and morning parade to be held thrice a week. 

7. To supervise the staff and their welfare during and after the 5duty hours. 
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8. To acquaint him with accurate knowledge of population, area, fairs, melas, 
good and bad elements, mosques, imam bargahas, educational institutions, 
factories etc. 

9. To make appropriate messing arrangements for the patrolling post staff. 

10. To constantly brief the force about the contents of the SOPs and ensure their 
implementation. 

FUNCTIONS OF POST ADMIN OFFICER PUNJAB HIGHWAY PATROL 

1. To look after the area, building & articles of the post. 

2. To make arrangements for providing facilities at the post. 

3. To coordinate with the local police. 

4. To maintain and dispatch the record regarding removal of encroachments. 

5. Maintenance and repair of the post’s vehicles. 

6. Maintenance of record. 

7. To make arrangements for cleanliness & security. 

8. To prepare demand of required articles for post. 

9. To look after the all stores. 

10. To supervise the account matters & pay the bills. 

11. To check daily attendance and parade. 

12. To check the attendance and performance of wireless staff. 

FUNCTIONS OF MOHARAR PUNJAB HIGHWAY PATROL 

1. Moharrar will be responsible for: 

i. Maintenance of Roznamacha. 

ii. Maintenance of record (Registers and Files). 

iii. Maintenance of Stores. 

iv. Maintenance of Kot. 

v. Safe Custody of books. 

vi. Receipt and dispatch of correspondence. 

vii. Maintenance of Cash register. 

2. Moharrar will be responsible for safety, maintenance upkeep and cleanliness 
of the government building and equipment. 

3. He will ensure that the policies/directions given by the senior officers are 
timely and clearly conveyed to staff. 

4. He will ensure the presence of staff/personal in the police patrolling post. 

5. He will put up Dak to the Incharge of patrolling post. 



6. He will tabulate/consolidate the information and prepare periodical 
returns/reports/diaries regarding the performance of patrolling posts and other 
units. 

7. He will be responsible for the maintenance of telephone and keeping record of 
telephone calls in a register. 

8. He will display a map of the area showing key installation, factories, health 
centers, mosques, Imambarghas, educational institutions in his office. 

FUNCTIONS OF MESSS INCHARGE PUNJAB HIGHWAY PATROL 

1. To supervise all matters related to mess. 

2. To check monthly mess expenditures/accounts. 

3. To ensure the observance of the mess rules. 

4. To supervise the work done by Class-IV employees. 

5. To supervise the work of landscape Incharge. 

6. To supervise the arrangements of recreation hall. 

7. To arrange and supervise the Sports activities.  

8. To supervise the mess night arrangements. 

9. To supervise the work of library Incharge. 

10. To supervise and guide the mess secretary and mess committee. 

FUNCTIONS OF MESS SECRETARY PUNJAB HIGHWAY PATROL 

1. To make arrangements of mess. 

2. To make purchases for mess. 

3. To get food prepared according to mess menu. 

4. To ensure maintenance and cleanliness of crockery and other utensils. 

5. To ensure maintenance and cleanliness of kitchen and dining rooms. 

6. To ensure punctuality regarding mess timings. 

7. To ensure maintenance of hygiene and good standard of meals and drinks. 

8. To maintain daily/monthly accounts of the mess. 

9. To propose mess menu and to receive bills. 

FUNCTIONS OF MESS COMMITTEE PUNJAB HIGHWAY PATROL 

1. To prepare mess menu with the consultation of mess members. 

2. To help and assist mess secretary. 

3. To make arrangements for mess night. 

4. To prepare mess report for discussion in monthly mess meeting. 

FUNCTIONS OF DRIVER CONSTABLE PUNJAB HIGHWAY PATROL 

 



Functions of Senior Driver 

1. Incharge of vehicle. 

2. To ensure better look after, timely repair and will keep the vehicle in 
order and presentable. 

3. Responsible for completion of all the record regarding the vehicle. 

4. To timely change oil and tyres. 

5. Responsible for correctness of all the meters and recording the meter 
reading. 

6. Daily check the vehicle thoroughly/meticulously. 

7. To get the vehicle repaired and also report about the defaulter driver 
for the action against him. 

8. To ensure that replaced parts are deposited in store. 

Functions of Duty Driver 

1. To use seat belt while driving. 

2. To observe/check the vehicle before starting and confirm the 
cleanliness, presence of all essentials, water and tyre pressure. 

3. To drive the vehicle at normal speed. 

4. To obey the lawful orders of mobile officer/Senior Officer present. 

5. To wear tidy uniform and will have shave made. 

6. To neither use the vehicle for himself of other person nor let any private 
person to drive or to be seated in the vehicle. 

7. Not to take the vehicle out of the jurisdiction of the post and will drive 
the vehicle at normal/prescribed speed. 

8. To report condition of vehicle, meter reading and condition regarding 
POL to the control and concerned officer while assuming the charge. 

9. To report any damage/defect made to vehicle to Senior 
Driver/Control/Admin Officer/Line officer at the end of duty, and will put 
up demand for repair. 

10. Not to try to remove the defect he does not know much about it. 

11. Not to ignore even a minor defect. 

12. To take care for his food and rest to remain fresh and to prevent 
himself from disease. 

13. To keep himself with the driving of vehicle until the senior officer order 
him or require his assistance for any other purpose. 

14.  To neither leave the vehicle nor participate in any other matter outside 
 the preview of his duty. 

Functions of Reserve Driver 



1. To present at his duty point and will not go anywhere without 
permission. 

2. To keep ready a neat and clean uniform to enable himself for taking up 
the jog in case of any emergency. 

3. To improve his knowledge and comprehend his responsibilities by 
studying Standing Order No. 20, booklets containing 
general/mechanical and electrical information and SOPs on the 
subject. 

Responsibilities according to Standing Order No. 20. 

 Daily Tasks 

1. Fill Radiator.  

2. Check engine oil level. 

3. Check lights, breaks, iron and traffic indicators. 

4. Check tyre pressure. 

5. Inspect tyres for outs and pick out stones which become waged in the 

treads.  

6. Ensure that the vehicles including under chassis is clean. 

7. Check the working of all meters (Apm meter, oil pressure gague speed 

and milometer). 

8. Make sure that no oil is leaking from anywhere 9. Loose nuts and bolts 

to be tightened. 

 Weekly Tasks 

1. Tighten up and clean main electrical connection, check tuning. 

2. Check batteries, top up with distilled water until distilled water in the 

battery is just above the plates clean terminals and apply petroleum 

jelly. 

3. Vehicle should thoroughly washed down and all dirt, dust, etc in the 

cab body should be remove. 

4. Check tyre pressure. 

5. Check fan belt and its tension. 



Note. One day in a week should be selected as service day for the district 

vehicles and maintenance should be completed on that day. The day should 

be painted on the dash board of each vehicle. 

 Monthly Tasks. 

1. To lubricate all the points as per manufacturer instructions. 

2.  To get the vehicle serviced properly. 

3. To change Oil according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

4. To check general running of the vehicle. 

5. To Polish up the vehicle. 

Note. Tyres should be cross changed whenever needed as per diagram 

shown in the instruction book provided with the each vehicle. 

CODE OF CONDUCT FOR CONSTABLE/PHP 

1. Loyal to the country & department. 

2. To utilize/use his abilities and relations for the fulfillment of his duties. 

3. Not to cross the limits of his duties and area of responsibility. 

4. To keep official Secrets. 

5. To prefer duty over personal deeds. 

6. To maintain relations with good people and avoid the criminals/gangs and 

dens of crime. 

7. Always courteous and helpful to people. 

8. To perform duty according to SOPs. 

9. Courageous, not to show cowardness in case of any armed clash with 

criminals and not to violate the command. 

10. Not to be rude to anyone in any case/situation, rather polite and firm. 

11. Patient and humble during duty. 

12. To follow hygienic rules to stay healthy. 



13. To keenly participate in refresher courses, seminars, workshops and mock 

exercises for improving the capabilities, traits and professional skills. 

14. Truthful in his personal as well as professional life. 

15. To always keep a copy of SOPs for Constables with him. 

16. To eagerly participate in sports activities. 

17. To care about cleanliness of post, vicinity and vehicle. 

18. To always wear tidy and well pressed uniform according to pattern and have 

shave made while performing duty.   

19. To remain present at the post except in case of leave/rest. 

20. To always be on time and will never absent himself in any circumstances. 

21. To enthusiastically perform any duty assigned for the management of 

post/welfare of the force. 

22. To obey all lawful orders of his command with any hesitation and delay. 

23. To observe discipline and present excellent turn out. 

24. To look after Government property and other articles given under his control. 

25. To perform his duty by himself and not to change his duty mutually. 

26. To attend the daily/weekly P.T, Parade. 

27. Not to express his political, religious, ethnic believes and not to involve 

himself in such political and religious discussion while on duty. 

28. To made his bed and keep his articles at their place before going out for duty. 

29. To point out to the senior officers the malpractices, unlawful acts, misconduct 

or indecent behavior of any colleague or senior officer he comes across. 

30. Not to waste the utilities/resources provided to him. 



 

No.10721/Hqrs. 
Dated 23/08/2017 

Subject: JOB DESCRIPTION/FUNCTIONS OF PSO (STAFF OFFICER) IN 
PUNJAB HIGHWAY PATROL HEADQUARTERS LAHORE. 

  Every officer requires the fundamental skills on which the higher rank 

officers depends. For the posting of PSO (staff officer) it is much more important to 

avoid raw hands, while dealing with the higher officers. Regardless of the rank, the 

capability and competency is needed to meet the requirement. 

2.  With the changing scenario it has been realized that a qualified senior 

upper subordinate (preferably Sub-Inspector) having well versed knowledge and 

experience of the fields operations as well as office working, especially of Punjab 

Highway Patrol should be posted as PSO to play his role in facilitating the higher 

officers to make PHP more effective. 

Competency Indicators: 

 Highly qualified. 

 Experience of report writing and correspondence. 

 Experience of monitoring and reviewing progress reports. 

 Satisfactory IT skills. 

 Understanding of the structure and functions of Punjab Highway Patrol 
including services, policies, administration and issues etc. 

 Adaptability of the changing requirements of the modern world. 

The Person: Staff Officer will require: 

 Communication and interpersonal skills. 

 Experience of office management and field. 

 Staff management skills. 

 Works based achievement, initiative and financial management experience. 

 Demonstrates experience of effecting work-based improvements. 

 Problem solving/decision making role. 

 Knowledge of current issues of Punjab Highway Patrol. 

Position/Duties: Staff Officer is middle manager responsible for the office 

management of executive staff. His duties include: 

 Working as a liaison officer amongst higher officers. 



 Working as a liaison officer amongst regional and district offices. 

 Working as a liaison officer amongst branches in Headquarters. 

 Convey orders of the senior officers to the junior ranks. 

 Seek implementation of the orders of seniors. 

 Communicate information of the PHP field operations to the higher ranks. 

 Supervision and monitoring and Control Room. 

 Management of executive staff. 

 Duty schedule of checking/inspections of the DSsP. 

 Arranging internal meetings to improve performance. 

 Arranging briefings on Riverine Police Force. 

 Arranging briefings of Inter Provincial Border Check Posts. 

 Presentation of performance reports to the officers. 

 Seek suggestions regarding Welfare of the force. 

 Supervision of transport section. 

 Suggest enhancing role of Human Resources. 

 Bridging the communication gap from higher level to post’s level. 

 Role in making effective team in Headquarters. 

 Demonstrates in non-routine work situations. 

 Liaison in security duty. 

 Any other duty assigned by the senior officers. 

ORGANOGRAM 

 



 

Underpinning these services are a number of key objectives as set out including: 

 Improving the image of PHP. 

 Developing the friendly atmosphere in office. 

 Strengthening the connection amongst Headquarters, regions, districts and 
posts. 

 Delivering better resources management atmosphere. 

 Combating and reducing issues. 

 Shall depute staff with higher officers. 

 Demonstrates achievement of quality by checking and monitoring work for 
accuracy and ensuring guidelines and instructions are being followed. 

 Demonstrates experience of planning / prioritizing to meet targets and 
delegating work appropriately. 
 

 

 

(IMRAN KISHWAR) PSP 

SSP/Headquarters 
for Addl. Inspector General of Police, 

Punjab Highway Patrol, Lahore. 
  

 


